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Presidents Report
Kia ora koutou BEANZ,
What we miss are the opportunities to meet
with teachers in person, we have felt the impact
of not gathering together as a profession.
Attending conferences and workshops
reinvigorate, inspire and encourage us. As an
organisation we have had to continually
reassess and reflect on what we are offering
members. What will build capacity and
sustainability, what will best benefit the many,
what will help lift those needing extra support.

email: admin@beanz.org.nz
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BEANZ is committed to offering free
membership to all existing members and a $1
membership for new schools. We are currently
looking to offer free membership to Biology
teachers in training so they are connected to
their subject association from the beginning of their career.

When we are able to meet in person, BEANZ will offer scholarships for members to attend
events. These will cover registration fees and transportation so that regardless of where you are
based in the country we can create equity in accessing support.
The research and resources are rolling in. We are delighted that products from our first two
research scholarships are being proofed by our curriculum executive members Erica Jar and
Penny Daddy, and will be available on the website this term. Thank-you to all involved and a big
thank-you to both Emily Tighe for your work on Honey Bees and Cheryl Loughton for work on
the Gut Microbiome. We are benefitting from your hard work, expertise and willingness to try
new ideas and share with your profession.
Also congratulations Mattias Wieland for being awarded the 2022 Research Scholarship, we
look forward to seeing his mahi on little blue penguins/kororā.
We also welcome Stephen Williams to BEANZ as our expert facilitator for 2022. Stephen will be
producing and delivering resources and workshops on the technology of Harakeke pigments
and dyes.
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In collaboration with the other science associations, we petitioned
on your behalf to reconsider the role out of the NCEA change
package in light of the pandemic. We felt that the sector was not
able to push ahead with pilots while so many of our members were
grappling with pressing needs within their own schools during the
pandemic. The Minister of Education responded and provided the
following updates on the roll out. ‘Level 2 pilots will take place in
2024 with full implementation by 2025. Level 3 will take place in
2025 with full implementation by 2026.’ This will hopefully create
some space for the sector to prepare.
BEANZ has requested that a concise, clear list of Te Reo terms be
provided for Science and Biology teachers so that we are able to
identify our level of proficiency and strengthen our capability for
teaching Matauranga Māori and the new NCEA standards. We have
also requested more research on the big ideas in Matauranga Maori so that we can work to
implement agreeable contexts into our teaching and learning programmes.
Have a great term, take care of yourselves.
Ngā mihi nui
Chantal Hillier

Your BEANZ Executive
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Introducing an Executive Member
Sharyn Whitlow (Varcoe)
Senior Vice President
Kia ora,
Life-long learning is something I passionately believe in and is what
first brought me into BEANZ as a way of giving back to the
profession. I have been involved for the last decade fulfilling a
range of roles including co-facilitator for the 2013 BioLive
conference, Canterbury regional representative, President and now
senior vice-President. In that time, I have seen BEANZ grow and
develop while always keeping support of biology educators at our
core. Currently Deputy Principal at Oxford Area School in North
Canterbury I am on my own learning journey with a wider
curriculum and pastoral lens.

What can BEANZ offer
Members?
-

-

In person support via our trained facilitators and
regional representatives. See who is in your
region on our interactive map on our website.
Scholarships to attend conferences that will cover
conference registration and travel expenses.
Research scholarships to develop unique relevant
materials for other teachers to use in their teaching and learning programmes.
Access the QAAM tasks
Access to quality practice examinations for L3 Bio and Scholarship
Access to resource kete for Biology topics from year 7-13.
- Access to online webinarsOpportunities to
meet teachers from all over NZ
- Opportunities to grow your profession with
leadership roles within the organisation and
collaborations with the Ministry of Education,
Teacher Development Aotearoa, PPTA and
NZQA.
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Your Regional Representatives
Region

Name

Email Contact

Northland

Lynn Kincla
Susan Kirby
Mike Stone
Chandar Dewan
Heidi Haringa
Barbara McGowan
Linda Haycock
Kiryn Curnow
Michelle Isbister
Holly Wilson
Jessica Richards
Alice Houkamau
Ben Himme
Melissa Jacobsen
Sarah Sheely
Penny Daddy
Dr Heather Meikle
Reps needed
Reps needed

lkincla@pukemirokura.school.nz
skirkby@kerikerihigh.ac.nz

Auckland

Waikato
Bay of Plenty
Central North Island
Gisborne
Hawkes Bay
Taranaki

ManawatuWanganui
Porirua / Hutt Valley
Wellington Central
Kapiti Coast
Jeanette Summers
/Horowhenua
Wairarapa
Erica Jar
Nelson/ Marlborough Gerd Banke
Johnnie Fraser
West Coast
Angela Fox
Canterbury North
Mattias Wieland
and Christchurch
Canterbury West &
Trudy Gee
South
Eastern Otago &
Yvonne Caulfield
Urban Dunedin
Jean Allibone
Central Otago
Jim Gilbert
Southland
Heather Petelo

mikhal@actrix.co.nz
chandard@tangaroa.school.nz
hrg@northcote.school.nz
b.mcgowan@ags.school.nz
linda.haycock@greenbayhigh.school.nz
kiryncurnow@thameshigh.school.nz
michellei@haurakiplains.school.nz
hwilson@otc.school.nz
jessica.richards@taumarunuihighschool.co.nz
alice.houkamau@gghs.school.nz
ben.himme@woodford.school.nz
melissaj@taranakidio.school.nz
sarah.sheely@inglewoodhs.school.nz
daddypenny@ngatawa.school.nz
h.meikle@pnghs.school.nz

jeanette.summers@kc.school.nz
erica.jar@solwaycollege.school.nz
gerd.banke@nayland.school.nz
fe@nelsoncollege.school.nz
fox@swas.ac.nz
mattiaswieland@hotmail.com
tgee@waimate-high.school.nz
ymc@lphs.school.nz
jallibone@kavanagh.school.nz
jgilbert@wakatipu.school.nz
heather.petelo@sbhs.school.nz
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Introducing
Stephen Williams
Our new BEANZ Facilitator
Kia ora. I am an accredited facilitator with considerable experience and expertise in supporting
teachers with science. I am also a passionate biology teacher who has taught for many years in
the Hutt Valley as a full-time classroom teacher and Head of Biology.
I have been a science facilitator since 2011. Much of this work has been on supporting students
with the literacy demands of science and integrating the Nature of Science and mātauranga
Māori so that learning is meaningful. Experience gained from my RSNZ Teacher Fellowship in
the ‘Science and Technology of Harakeke’ and resource writer for
https://keitemohiokoe.tki.org.nz/ has been invaluable. The kaupapa behind my work has been
on locating learning in authentic contexts that are rich in their depth of science and are valued
by the students. I have a huge wealth of resources that I can share and also have the expertise
and skills required to develop new resources.
This year, I will be developing a series of BEANZ workshops on using authentic contexts for
mātauranga Māori to engage students in biology and chemistry. The workshops and resources
will focus on harakeke as a taonga. They are produced with collaboration from experts in Māori
textiles and their conservation. Since the resources are not iwi specific, they will be suitable for
all teachers. The resources will include student activities, literacy support, teacher notes and
PowerPoints that can be used directly in the classroom. Effective ways of the delivering the
workshops to BEANZ members is being explored.

Looking for the BEANZ order form to order
exams? Look no longer!
BEANZ Level 3 exams are now free to you as part of your subscription. Go to the
Members’ section of our website.

.
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Science Teaching Leadership Program
This Programme is funded by the Ministry of Business, Innovation & Employment (MBIE)
through Curious Minds but is managed by the Royal Society Te Apārangi.
It is designed to give science teachers practical science experience and leadership skills that
they can use towards revitalising science curricula.

You can be in this program! Check it out at …..
Science Teaching Leadership Programme (royalsociety.org.nz)

Introducing two BEANZ members in the program.
Gerd Banke (Nayland College and BEANZ Regional Rep)
Gerd is hosted by the Cawthron Science Research Institute. The group
she is working with is looking at how environmental DNA (eDNA) can
work as an early detection tool against marine invaders. As part of their
Marine Biosecurity Toolbox, they are also developing a school outreach
programme, bringing eDNA technologies into the classroom. The aim is
to develop a well-resourced programme that will ensure sustainable and
long-term incorporation into science teaching locally and perhaps even
nationwide. Gerd will be assisting with the development and running of
the school outreach programme in the Nelson region. Gerd will also be
involved in the laboratory work associated with the development of the
eDNA toolkit. These laboratory procedures are part of the molecular analysis workflow which
includes DNA sampling, DNA extraction, PCR, gel electrophoresis, DNA sequencing, and DNA
analysis...This programme aims to give Gerd a firm foundation of knowledge and understanding
of the Nature of Science, an introduction into marine security tools, a wider understanding of
marine ecology as well as associated field and laboratory skills and procedures.

Willem Tolhoek (HOD Lincoln High School)
Willem is based in the Department of Pest Management and
Conservation and Lincoln University where Adrian Paterson will be
acting as his “host scientist”
So far during his time he has got involved in several projects including:
* Creating a flammability library of native and exotic plants. This will
help with developing planting guides by considering which plants are
less or more prone to fire.
* Investigating the ability to harvest eggs
(mātauranga Māori knowledge) from Black-Bill
Gulls as a form of pest management along the
Waimakariri river.

Measure Canterbury Gecko
on Quail Island, Lyttleton
Harbour as part of restoration
programme

Using the burning BBQ to
measure flammability of
different plant species

* Using GPS units on kea to investigate kea
habitat use at two human influenced study sites;
high country environment in Canterbury/West
Coast, New Zealand, and in Arthurs Pass, New
Zealand during an aerial 1080 operation.
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Hand making Kea harnesses
to attach GPS trackers- role
modelled on my sister’s toy
tui

Crazy About Bees
Created by our 2021 BEANZ Scholarship
recipient member Emily Tighe, this set of resources
centres around the ecology of native, bumble and
honey bees, and has learning activities for Year 9-13
students, neatly parcelled for immediate use.
Bees are fascinating insects and a great model
organism for learning about ecology and animal
behaviour at all levels of the New Zealand curriculum.
Emily, a biology teacher at Lincoln High School, spent 2021 researching the ecology of the bees
we have in New Zealand (both native and introduced). In doing so, she has created a set of
high-quality resources as varied as the 28 different species of bees native to New Zealand. The
package includes (to name a few):
• A brilliant handbook on setting up an educational apiary
• Instructions for making homes for our native bees
• SOLO activities
• Observational activities and supporting worksheets
• PowerPoint presentations

in a school

The BEANZ executive wishes to thank Emily for her mahi and are excited to announce
that these resources are now available on our membership only pages of the BEANZ.org
website. To gain access log into BEANZ at our website. If your school is already
registered and you have not done so already, your registration is free.

Keep New Zealand Beautiful (KNZB)
Sustainable School Award
Congratulations to Solway College, the recipients of the 2021 Keep New Zealand Beautiful
(KNZB) Sustainable School award. Beautiful Awards - Keep New Zealand Beautiful
(knzb.org.nz)
Environmental activities that contributed to Solway College receiving this award included kaitiaki
bush restoration of the QEII covenanted 2ha of remnant kahikatea forest on their grounds,
predator trapping in partnership with Fernridge School (who bagged 28 possums in just six
weeks), sending food scraps from the boarding house to a local pig farm and installing 100kW
of solar panels (one of the largest at a New Zealand school) in partnership with Solar King and
Utilise Energy, removing the need for a fossil fuel generator.
Of special importance is the ongoing restoration of the native bush on the Manaia block of land,
upon which Solway College sits. Substantial clearing of pest weed plants had to be undertaken
prior to any planting activity. As land use in the Wairarapa area has changed, the water table of
the land has dropped, making normally hot and dry summers even drier for the trees in the
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mature forest. Pest animals such as possums impacted the number of ground dwelling plants
such that there were no ferns on the forest floor. Losing these ground dwelling plants further
impacts moisture retention of the soil so much
work was undertaken with mulching of
shredded paper and composted grass
clippings. Simply removing the possums
seemed to have a major impact however. It is
difficult to move through certain areas due to
the return of densely growing kawakawa,
creating a nursery for titoki, totara and
kohekohe. The saplings being planted in the
cleared area are normally grown from seed
from local trees to maintain local genetic
integrity.
Students pricking out young harakeke
In addition, the students planted of over 300
native saplings in an area of the grounds that
was lying fallow. These trees were sourced
from the MPI Matariki Te Rakau initiative,
Paper4Trees and the Good Earth Foundation.
Both the regeneration project and planting
projects have become opportunities for learning
biology within the context of the local
curriculum, looking at the impact of introduced
plants and animals on native ecosystems,
evolution, propagation techniques in
horticulture and biological succession
investigations, all of which can be adapted to
a mātauranga Māori context.

Students planted more than 300 trees in 2021

The KNZB Sustainable Schools Award category is given to a school that demonstrated
commitment to implementing sustainable practices that enhanced the school community. The
awards were originally scheduled for October 2021 but were delayed until February 2022 due to
COVID-19.

Are all the biology teachers
on board at your school – are
they all individually
registered with BEANZ?

Check it out – a BEANZ
subscription is school wide.
One subscription covers all
biology teachers. Only $1 in
2022!!
Don’t miss out. Register on the
BEANZ website.
Any queries ask Allan at:
admin@beanz.org.nz
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Sharing the Mahi
It is our pleasure to bring to you teacher mahi from around the country. If you have done
something that has really switched your students lights on and got them excited write
about it and send it to us at admin@beanz.org.nz .

Building a Mystery Molecule
From Linda Haycock (Green Bay High School, Auckland)
I came across this task as I was cruising the web looking for an activity that was genetics based
and would help to highlight the features of science as it is portrayed in the new Science
standards. It is a way for students to learn, not only how the structure of DNA was discovered
but to also understand the tentative nature of science, how it builds on past knowledge, and
relies on new technology to make new discoveries to add to theories.
The task involves students following the 'new' discoveries made by
scientists through the centuries, from Miescher's discovery of nuclein
through to Franklin's two discoveries and Pauling and Donahue's work that
allowed Watson and Crick to put it all together to make their model. By
following the instructions there are loads of ways the beads can be put
together and some weird and wonderful creations can be made early on in
the process.
Sourcing the beads late last year during COVID was fun, but when they arrived, the biology
teachers got straight to trialing the task. A couple of hours of playing around later (most of it off
task, but it was the end of a harrowing year) we finally managed to make a strand of DNA
following the 'new' discoveries at each step.
We have now used this activity on both Level 1 Science students and Level 2 Biology students.
The students had a great time, although I must admit that not all of the Level 1 students were on
task the whole time and some lovely bracelets were made. They actually struggled to put the
model together at the end following the instructions because they kept forgetting previous
discoveries. It opened up some great discussions around building on past ideas and how ideas
can change so dramatically with a small piece of new information.
The hardest part for the Level 2 Biologists was forgetting everything they knew about DNA,
which is why they need to make two different models, it forces them to think differently. Once
they got into the swing of the task they had a great time working out how to put it together
without coming up with the known model too soon. While they didn't struggle as much coming to
the current model in the end, they had some really good discussions around why DNA had that
structure leading into the antiparallel nature. There were also some pretty hot discussions
around Watson and Crick 'stealing' everyone else's ideas to make their model, the competitive
nature of scientists, and the need for wananga and peer review.
It is an engaging activity that could also be altered for Year 10's, although I couldn't guarantee
the return of all the beads!. I highly recommend giving it a go.
Access to Teacher Instructions, a POP Bead Key and Teacher notes can be found on
request from BEANZ Administrator. admin@beanz.org.nz
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Reintroducing the “Rocky Shore Visit”.
From Trudy Gee (Waimate High School, Waimate)

Kia ora,
Kō Aoraki tōku maunga,
Kō O taio toku awa,
Kō Waimate High toku Kura,
Kō Trudy Gee ahau.
I am the Biology teacher and the Head of Science at
Waimate High.
Like most students, our students love to get outdoors,
and last year we reintroduced the “Rocky Shore Visit”.
In an effort to engage with the local curriculum and explore our South Canterbury environment I
connected with one of our South Canterbury Museum Educators – Keely Kroening. We are very
lucky to have the free services of highly skilled Educators in our district. Keely worked with the
students guiding them through their field trip. The students enjoyed the opportunity to connect
with Keely. Using her in-depth knowledge of the area to engage the students in conversation.
They learned about the historical significance of the area as a gathering place for kai moana
and the impacts of urbanisation on the coastal environment. They spent a number of hours
experiencing the tidal environment, making observations, gathering data, and recording their
findings in an authentic ecological setting. This information was then used to complete their
assessment task for AS91158; Investigate a pattern in an ecological community, with
supervision.
This standard does not require students to collect their own data, but do not underestimate just
how much this helped them understand the requirements of the standard.
This model was very successful, and we will be repeating the experience this year.

Pathogen Skit

From William Chen (Auckland Grammar School)
During the lockdown in term 3 it became increasingly evident that student motivation was being
slowly but surely leeched by the realities of online learning. As the students all had decent
access to devices, I decided to try boost the energy of my two year 12 AS biology classes by
setting a fun class project.
We were in the middle of our (timely) immunity topic, so the project was to create a skit (musical
or otherwise) about a pathogen of choice, with the aim to both educate and entertain!
Instructions:
https://youtu.be/jtJ3N0YUi8c
William’s model submission
https://youtu.be/v3tYOdEk0mg
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Reconstructing ancient genetic
jigsaws: palaeogenomics comes of
age.
By Nic Rawlence • 28/02/2022
On the computer screen, little pieces of genetic code are being slotted together like a
giant jigsaw puzzle. Slowly but surely, the genetic whakapapa of an extinct creature from
the distant past is being stitched together in front of your eyes.
Far from being Frankenstein’s monster risen from the dead, these genetic blueprints offer a
unique opportunity to push through the mists of time to examine lost worlds and vanished lives
in unprecedented detail…any maybe learn a thing or two in the process.
With the release of the latest trailer for Jurassic World: Dominion, palaeogenomics, the
sequencing of the complete genetic blueprint of historical and ancient creatures, is back in the
spotlight. And with that, the inevitable question of can we bring back extinct animals, let them
run amok and eat lawyers. Scenes from Jasper Fforde’s fantastic Thursday Next series spring
to mind with herds of mammoths roaming the UK and trampling country gardens, and
Neanderthals running the public transport system.
To address the mammoth in the room, any technological developments on the de-extinction
front should be used to conserve what precious biodiversity we have left, rather than trying to
assuage the guilt humanity may feel for causing the next mass extinction event.
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Take the extinct moa for example. Which one of the nine species would you bring back? Does
its habitat still exist? A lot of Aotearoa New Zealand has undergone widespread environmental
modification since human arrival. Remember in Jurassic Park scientists had to bring back an
entire ecosystem and even then, the Triceratops ate the wrong plant and got sick. You can’t just
bring one moa back from the dead. You need to create a self-sustaining population with a
healthy level of genetic variation otherwise you are going to end up with serious
complications…just think of kākāpō. Cute, yes, but kākāpō have about as much genetic
variation as the English royal family and that’s being polite. Bringing back that many moa is a
huge cash and time investment that could be better spent on conservation, even if you got over
the technological issues like the whole moa and the egg thing. If you don’t believe me about the
folly of de-extinction, I’ll just leave this helpful YouTube clip right here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DajRM7VyeZ4&t=322s
( Beth is a very good speaker and I highly recommend her book “How to Clone a Mammoth”)
The science of ancient DNA has come a long way since its early days when short fragments of
genetic code were isolated from an extinct quagga. Now scientists can sequence complete
ancient genomes from animals up to 1.3 million years old, though this is still around 65 million
years younger than dinosaurs. While we can’t bring back dinosaurs and let them run amok (just
think of the lawsuits), we can delve into the distant past to answer some pretty interesting
questions. Reconstructing these ancient genetic jigsaws has shed light on human and cultural
evolution (being a Viking was more of a job description than anything genetic), domestication,
how the ancestors of moa lost the ability to fly, ancient global pandemics, and natural history.
For nearly all of the history of life on earth, our only knowledge comes from the fossil and
archaeological record. This vast geological library is, however, inherently biased and patchy,
with the words clouded by convergent evolution (think ichthyosaurs and dolphins), functional
constraints (there are only so many body forms seabirds can take, making distinguishing some
species based on bones a complete nightmare) and a lack of morphological differentiation (i.e.
bumps on bones) in recently evolved species. This is where the power of palaeogenomics
comes into play. It allows us to test the fossil record, cross-examining these geological and
archaeological witnesses to get at the real story.
Classifying the fossil record into different forms requires working out species boundaries,
complicated by the fact that many animals are now extinct, or have lost a lot of morphological
diversity through human impact. Palaeogenomics has shown that there are three times as many
males than females in museum collections of bison, bears, and mammoths. Could this be males
are more risker than females and find themselves part of the fossil record more often, or was
there a bias in collecting larger flashier bones, ignoring the smaller ones, and what impact does
this have on taxonomy, the science of naming biodiversity? In contrast, palaeogenomics has
shown that some species like the dire wolf, of Games of Thrones fame, is only distantly related
to the morphologically similar grey wolf.
Scientists used to think hybridization was rare in the fossil record compared to what you can
observe in nature today like pārera grey duck and mallards, or kakī black stilt and pouaka pied
stilt. Palaeogenomic analysis of the fossil record has blown the door wide open with the genetic
fingerprints of hybridization all across it in hominins, bison, bears, horses, and cats, oh my. I
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distinctly remember in high school learning about the very tree-like evolution of our own
genus Homo. Rather, it’s now distinctly looking a lot like a dense and intertwined divaricating
bush you might see on a tramping trip. Tibetans for example can survive at high altitudes due to
a gene gained from Denisovans.
As well as looking at species boundaries, palaeogenomics has been used to look at how
animals responded to dynamic climatic and human influences through time. The mammoths
that were marooned on Wrangel Island in northern Siberia long after the extinction of their kin
on the mainland, died out only ~4000 years ago due to inbreeding (the same affliction affecting
kākāpō) and genetic defects through genomic meltdown that contributed to the breakdown of
mammoth social norms. On the flip side, there was no deleterious genetic load in the
extinct South Island kōkako and huia, supporting the idea they were driven to extinction through
human impact and predation from exotic predators.
It’s not just the genomes of animals that scientists can sequence but their diseases too, often
with surprising results. Waves of human and animal migration around the world have resulted in
novel interactions and zoonotic disease transfer – it’s even possible kurī Polynesian dogs
bought diseases with them when Polynesians colonized New Zealand. The palaeogenomes of
tuberculosis strains specific to pinnipeds (seals and sea lions) were sequenced from ancient
human skeletons from coastal South America. Butchering marine mammals is a messy
business, which is why scientists dissecting whales dress in biohazard suits to stop disease
transfer (and is why my wife couldn’t stand roast portobello mushrooms for dinner after she’d
dissected whales that day). Even hundreds of years after the fact, excavating archaeological
sites full of seal and sea lion remains can be an oily exercise.
While most of these examples are from overseas, the future of palaeogenomics is looking
bright, especially in New Zealand. With the development of new genetic techniques, we are
unlocking the secret whakapapa of our taonga biodiversity, much of which has been previously
intractable to analysis. By adding new pages to the biological heritage of New Zealand we can
learn how our dynamic geological, climatic and human history has shaped the evolution of our
unique wildlife, and how we can conserve what we have left.
Dr Nic Rawlence
Director - Otago Palaeogenetics Laboratory
Senior Lecturer (beyond the bar) in Ancient DNA
Department of Zoology
University of Otago

NZ Biology Teachers group on Facebook
Last term I borrowed some great images – here are
a few more ….
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